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Planting Trees 
 
1. Planting 
a) Check and improve drainage 
b) Clear the planting site of all vegetation and roots 
c) Dig a wide planting hole 
 For depth, find the root flare on your plant. 
 Set it at ground level. 
 Reserve all the soil 
 Loosen the soil 
 Amendments: Compost 
d) Set the plant, spread the roots if possible 
 
 

 
Above: Tree roots grow wide, not 
deep. Dig a wide planting hole. 
Enlarge the mulched, grass-free ring 
around the tree each year. 
 
 
Left: Proper planting: 
1 - Watering levee.  
2 - Mulch over the roots and levee, 
never against the stem/trunk. 
3 - Flare of woody plant's main roots 
at ground level. 
 
 

Below: correcting B&B problems: 
1. Excess soil over flare; 
        1a. Removed 
2. Flare at ground level. 
3. Cage removed (at least top 8") 
4. Burlap removed or peeled, buried 

 
 
 
e) Return the soil to the hole. 
 
f) Water to settle, or tamp 
 Don't stamp 
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g) Use extra soil to create a circular levee, a water reservoir 
 

Above: Create a watering levee. Mulch up to and on the levee but not within. 
 
 
h) Prune only to remove damaged branches or roots 
i) Mulch, 2-3" shredded bark 
 Never against the trunk. 
 Flat, not mounded. No "mulch volcano!" 
 Conserves moisture, suppresses weeds,  
  protects soil from compaction and erosion,  
  moderates soil temperature all year 
 
2. Follow-up care 
a) Mulch 
b) Water weekly or as drainage dictates 
 Fill the watering reservoir 
 Using 'Gators and diapers 
c) Monitor for health, growth 
d) Staking: Avoid it unless: 
 Severe wind 
 Bare root top heavy plant 
 Loose, not tight: Allow plant to sway 
 It is practical to stake the roots rather than the trunk 
 Remove trunk stakes and attachments the next year 
e) Protection from mowers and salt 
 Wide mulched ring 

 
 

Resource:  
Principles and Practice of Planting Trees and Shrubs, Gary Watson 
Understanding Roots, Robert Kourik 


